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1 of 1 review helpful Fun and creepy By Book Vampire I loved this book and I am so happy to have taken a chance on 
a new author This book was filled with magic and creepy history that pulled the story together perfectly There wasn t 
anything missing from the book the world and characters were easy to love and make you yearn for more Not only 
was this book pulsing with magic but it also builds Seventeen year old sorcerer Toby Corvin tumbles through a 
blizzard into downtown Boston half frozen and half dead A refugee from a magical world he shelters at the prestigious 
Mather Academy There he waits for his girlfriend Only she never arrives nbsp Trapped in Boston he tries to blend in 
as a student at the old boarding school Between classes he secretly plots to save his home nbsp But if anything can 
distract A juicy bad guy in a story bounded in magic action and rich well researched history yum Charlotte Jain Indie 
Yaya Blog The Witching Elm nbsp weaves a dark thread of colonial American history int 
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